PURPOSE Acute graft-versus-host disease (aGVHD) remains a significant complication of allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) and limits its broader application. The ability to predict grade II to IV aGVHD could potentially mitigate morbidity and mortality. To date, researchers have focused on using snapshots of a patient (eg, biomarkers at a single time point) to predict aGVHD onset. We hypothesized that longitudinal data collected and stored in electronic health records (EHRs) could distinguish patients at high risk of developing aGVHD from those at low risk.
INTRODUCTION
Acute graft-versus-host disease (aGVHD) remains a lifethreatening complication of allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) and is associated with significant morbidity and mortality. 1, 2 To date, our understanding of the pathogenesis of aGVHD has been elucidated by murine studies and important human immunopathogenetic studies, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] which have been particularly useful for investigating new prevention and treatment strategies. 6 Despite standard prophylaxis, aGVHD still develops in approximately 40% to 60% of transplant recipients. 8 Numerous research efforts, involving single-center, multicenter, and large registry clinical data, have identified both patient and donor characteristics that increase the risk of aGVHD. 9, 10 Most of these studies have made use of data collected before transplantation. More recently, researchers have identified post-transplantation biologic markers that predict aGVHD before the onset of clinical manifestations involving the skin, liver, or GI tract. 11 Nonetheless, accurately predicting the onset of aGVHD remains a major unmet challenge and barrier to implementing a personalized approach in GVHD management.
To date, most published studies have focused on a snapshot approach based on measurements at a single or few points in time during the peritransplantation period. Meanwhile, researchers have successfully leveraged longitudinal clinical data stored in electronic health records (EHRs) to build patient risk stratification tools for many adverse clinical outcomes. [12] [13] [14] The availability of EHR systems and the power of machine-learning tools present an opportunity for novel GVHD prediction methods. 15, 16 Specifically, we hypothesized that longitudinal data, especially vital sign measurements (eg, body temperature, heart rate, and blood pressure measurements), would show subtle variations resulting from the known effects of immune activation in GVHD on systemic physiology, which could help discriminate ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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Accepted on January 10, 2020 and published at ascopubs.org/journal/ cci on February 21, 2020: DOI https://doi. org/10.1200/CCI. 19 . 00105 high-risk from low-risk patients. In this study, using machinelearning techniques, we developed and evaluated an aGVHD risk stratification model using vital sign measurements routinely collected and recorded in EHRs.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study Population
A retrospective study was conducted in a cohort of 342 patients undergoing first-time allogeneic HCT admitted to the University of Michigan C.S. Mott Children's Hospital (UM) during 2014 to 2017. This study was approved by the UM Michigan Medicine Institutional Review Board (HUM00123693: Review of the Outcomes of HCT). The time of prediction was set to day 10 post-transplantation to allow for the use of data during the 10-day period; thus, deaths and discharges from the hospital before day 10 post-HCT, in addition to aGVHD diagnoses before day 10, were excluded from the analyses. Patients with any missing demographic or vital sign data were also excluded.
Model Outcome: Clinical Diagnosis of aGVHD
Each patient in the study cohort was evaluated daily by an aGVHD grading team. GVHD adjudication was conducted on a scale of 0 to 4 according to the modified Glucksberg scale. 17 The primary outcome of the study was the incidence of grade II to IV aGVHD by day 100. The inclusion of grade II aGVHD within the range of primary outcomes is consistent with other published studies 18, 19 and results in greater class balance. We considered a binary classification task (ie, labels in {-1, +1}) in which patients who experienced the primary outcome were labeled positive; otherwise, they were labeled negative. Other outcomes potentially competing with aGVHD (eg, deaths resulting from non-GVHD causes) were labeled as negative and not excluded from the cohort, because information about these outcomes would not be available at the time of prediction.
Data Extraction and Feature Engineering
We extracted 2 sets of features for the study population: baseline features and vital sign features.
Baseline features. Baseline features were extracted from the UM Blood and Marrow Transplantation Clinical Research Database. These included patient demographics such as age and sex, as well as conventional risk factors including graft source, HLA match, donor-recipient relation, disease type and status, conditioning regimen, and GVHD prophylaxis regimen. These data were mapped to a 52-dimensional binary feature vector. Categorical variables (eg, sex) were mapped to binary variables (one-hot encoding). Age was discretized using the following bins: (0, 18), (19, 45) , and (46, 70), mapping each bin to a binary feature. Final baseline features are provided in the Data Supplement.
Vital sign features. Vital sign features were extracted from the UM EHR system. These data pertained to 6 vital sign measurements: body temperature, heart rate, respiratory rate, diastolic blood pressure, systolic blood pressure, and peripheral capillary oxygen saturation. For each patient, we considered measurements during a 10-day period, beginning at 12:00AM on the day of infusion (day 0) through day 9 post-HCT. We focused on days 0 to 9, the period before the initial discharge after the transplantation, during which we had on average 50 measurements of inpatient vital signs per day (Fig 1) . We sought to leverage consistently and frequently recorded vital signs to obtain quantifiable insights into the underlying physiology and its relationship to aGVHD risk. These vital sign measurements were irregularly spaced time series of variable lengths and were mapped to a 600-dimensional binary feature vector representing each patient (Data Supplement). Features captured both daily summary statistics (eg, mean and standard deviation) and trends over time (eg, slope).
CONTEXT
Key Objective
To develop and validate a machine-learning model that incorporates longitudinal vital sign data recorded in electronic health records (EHRs) to predict acute graft-versus-host disease (aGVHD) in patients undergoing hematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT). Knowledge Generated A model that incorporated vital signs outperformed a similar model that used only pretransplantation information. Feature importance analysis suggested the model relied more on features related to temperature and systolic blood pressure, as well as those features representing longitudinal trends. Relevance Leveraging routinely collected longitudinal clinical data recorded in EHRs and machine-learning techniques constitutes a novel strategy for aGVHD prediction. Our approach can be used to inform clinical decisions and disease management of patients undergoing HCT, facilitating targeted pre-emptive strategies in especially high-risk patients and leading to the development of dynamic aGVHD risk scores using longitudinal clinical data.
To incorporate both types of data, we concatenated the baseline features with the vital sign features for each patient, resulting in a 652-dimensional feature vector.
Model Training and Evaluation
To learn and evaluate the risk stratification model, the cohort was split temporally into a training set and a held-out testing set, so that the HCT dates for all patients in the testing set occurred after those of all patients in the training set (Fig 2A) . Given the feature vectors and binary labels for each patient in the training data (in years 2014, 2015, and 2016), we learned an L2-regularized logistic regression model to identify patients at greatest risk of developing grade II to IV aGVHD. Model hyperparameters were selected using cross-validation on the training data (Data Supplement). Although deep models specific to time series (eg, LSTM, 1D CNN) may better leverage longitudinal data, they often require large sample sizes. Given our small sample size, we limited the complexity of our analysis to linear models (Data Supplement provides analyses using random forest, a nonlinear model). In addition, we used L2 regularization over other forms of regularization (eg, L1), because it does not randomly select among correlated features. 20, 21 Applying the model to the held-out testing set from 2017 (the most recent year, in which no relapse occurred before onset), we generated the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and measured discriminative performance using the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Using a decision threshold based on the 55th percentile of the predicted risk scores on the training set (selected based on the incidence rate of aGVHD and to ensure a good sensitivity score), we computed the confusion matrix of the testing set (representing the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives) and reported sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value (PPV); 95% CIs were computed using recorded in the electronic health record. They include heart rate, respiratory rate, temperature, peripheral capillary oxygen saturation, and systolic and diastolic blood pressures. For a given patient, vital signs were recorded on average 50 times per day during days 0 to 9 and 40 times per day during days 10 to 19. We hypothesize that these data can be used to improve prediction of acute graft-versus-host disease. Each row in the plot represents a patient in the study cohort. For clarity, the darkest color in the heatmap represents a frequency of ≥ 60.
1,000 bootstrapped samples of the held-out data. We also calculated how far in advance the model could predict high-risk patients, by evaluating the onset time relative to the prediction time (median and interquartile range [IQR]) for true positives.
The discriminative performance of our model that incorporated both baseline features and vital sign features was compared with that of a model using baseline features alone (which is similar to existing approaches that use machine learning 18, 19 ). We also compared against a model using only vital sign features. All models were trained and evaluated using the same procedure described in the preceding paragraph; the only difference was the input features. Statistical significance was determined through a Monte-Carlo resampling test 22 on the test AUC scores of the 2 models using 1,000 bootstrapped samples, and we reported the onesided P value for whether the proposed model outperformed the baseline model (accordingly, the vitalsonly model).
Additionally, we performed several sensitivity analyses to gain insights into how different features were incorporated into the model. To estimate the individual contribution of each vital sign to model performance, we trained models while excluding each group of vital sign features in turn. To estimate the usefulness of temporal trends versus summary statistics, we trained models while excluding each group of summary features in turn. We estimated the importance of the dropped feature group by observing the decrease in performance (AUC) relative to the original model. 23 Feature groups with a pairwise correlation coefficient of ≥ 0.6 were dropped simultaneously to prevent correlated variables from leaking information. This method effectively measures how much a model relies on the excluded features and thus their importance to the prediction task.
Data Sharing Statement
The data (stripped of any protected health information) and code used in this study will be made available at https://gitlab.eecs.umich.edu/MLD3/JCO_CCI_aGVHD_ Prediction. Preprocessing and statistical analyses were performed using Python 3.7 24 and Scikit-learn. 25 Using this code, other investigators and their institutions can adapt and apply this modeling approach to predict risk of aGVHD in their patients. 
RESULTS
The study cohort consisted of 324 patients undergoing firsttime allogeneic HCT ( Fig 2B) ; 103 (31.8%) had a diagnosis of grade II to IV aGVHD. The onset of positive cases occurred within a median of 36 days (IQR, 24-69 days) from the time of transplantation. Selected demographic and clinical characteristics are listed in Table 1 . The proposed model, which incorporated both baseline and vital sign features, modestly but significantly outperformed the baseline model (AUC, 0.659; 95% CI, 0.536 to 0.784 v AUC, 0.512; 95% CI, 0.364 to 0.643; P = .019; Fig 3A) . The performance of the vitals-only model was similar to that of the proposed model (AUC, 0.634; 95% CI, 0.507 to 0.757; P . .05; Fig 3A) . At the selected decision threshold, the proposed model achieved a sensitivity of 62.3% (95% CI, 44.8% to 82.8%), specificity of 59.6% (95% CI, 42.9% to 78.6%), and PPV of 39.9% (95% CI, 25.6% to 55.1%; Fig 3B) and identified high-risk patients (true positives) a median of 16 days (IQR, 11-26.2 days) before onset. On the basis of the estimated feature importance, the model relied most on temperature and SBP ( Fig 4A) , and longitudinal patterns (eg, increasing/decreasing as characterized by positive/negative slopes) were more important than the average values ( Fig 4B) . A more detailed breakdown of feature importance and follow-up analyses (visualization and clustering) are provided in the Data Supplement.
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, of the studies investigating predictive modeling in patients undergoing HCT, this is the first approach to use longitudinal data collected over multiple days in the early peritransplantation period. Current research efforts on aGVHD prediction have primarily focused on snapshot approaches involving clinical 18, 19 and biologic 11 Abbreviations: ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; ATG, antithymocyte globulin; BM, bone marrow; cyclo, cyclosporine; GVHD, graft-versus-host disease; MDS, myelodysplastic syndrome; MMF, mycophenolate; MPD, myeloproliferative disease; MTX, methotrexate; PBSC, peripheral blood stem cell; tacro, tacrolimus. markers. Rather than considering a single time point, our approach leverages longitudinal data collected over multiple days. By capturing the complex dynamics within vital sign trajectories, we achieved better performance than a model that used only data available at the time of transplantation. Although the baseline model had little predictive advantage, potentially because the baseline variables only provided weak associations that might not have been detected in the small sample size, the performance of the proposed model was on par with previous studies that also used machine-learning tools, despite our significantly smaller sample size (Arai et al 18 to IV as the positive label, direct comparisons cannot be made because of differences in the outcome definition (Data Supplement provides an analysis with this alternative outcome). Although the predictions are not yet clinically actionable, and there is clearly room for improvement in the predictive performance, our findings provide a rationale for employing wearable devices in the future to continuously monitor vital signs.
In contrast to prior work, we leveraged data collected as part of routine clinical care. Although there has been immense interest in identifying plasma biomarkers for aGVHD prediction, 26, 27 these measurements are often not routinely obtained in all centers, and efforts to collect and process samples do not scale. EHR data, however, are readily available to most clinicians and researchers. With advances in hospital computing infrastructure through system-wide EHR integration, methods to analyze such data can be extended to more institutions. 15, 28 Our feature importance analysis showed that certain vital signs, particularly temperature, drove the model predictions of aGVHD. On the basis of the pathophysiology of aGVHD, we hypothesize that cytokines, which are released during the donor immune cell activation characteristic of GVHD, act on the hypothalamus, influencing temperature regulation. Although our approach is based on detecting associations (rather than a causal analysis), these trends and patterns in vital signs could be detected and exploited by our model to identify at-risk patients. These important features differ from prior work that did not consider vital signs collected post-transplantation. Whereas previous studies have found pretransplantation donor and recipient characteristics (ie, baseline features) to be important, 19 we found a stronger relationship between longitudinal vital signs and outcome, suggesting that going forward, such data should be incorporated when building models of patient risk.
This study is limited in that study data pertained to a single institution, and sample size was small. Moreover, a vast number of other clinical data (eg, medications, laboratory results) were not included, and we did not model interaction effects because of the small sample size and the potentially large feature space. Furthermore, we only considered data collected during the first 10 days posttransplantation. The use of additional data and alternative end points could be considered in future work, especially in reduced-intensity conditioning settings.
In summary, by using readily available clinical data from EHRs, our model provides a novel strategy for aGVHD prediction before the onset of clinical symptoms (eg, rash, vomiting, diarrhea). Although preliminary, our findings highlight the potential use of machine learning and EHR data to predict aGVHD. [12] [13] [14] We focused on a binary classification task with the goal of demonstrating the predictive power of longitudinal vital signs; future work could build upon our study and consider time-to-event analyses. Going forward, additional studies with multicenter collaboration and more registry data may expand our findings to develop a dynamic aGVHD risk score using longitudinal clinical data. Moreover, the proposed approach could be generalized to other major transplantation outcomes (eg, bacterial infections) to enable similar analyses. Such an approach could be used to inform clinical decisions and disease management, facilitating targeted pre-emptive strategies (eg, novel biologics) in especially high-risk patients.
